Automated measurements of the electric charge of fluid microdrops precise to up to 0.016 of an electron charge have been made using machine-vision systems to observe the motion of fluid microdrops in air under the influence of an oscillating electric field. The fluid drop diameters have ranged from 7 to 25 µm with smaller diameter drops being measured to higher precision. The experimental runs performed for the purpose of attempting to find isolated fractionally electrically charged particles have measured the charges of tens of millions of fluid microdrops using piezoelectrically driven drop-on-demand inkjet-like droplet ejectors as fluid drop sources.
Introduction
The quantization of free electric charge into units only of multiples of the unit charge on the electron and not into any smaller sub-fraction is an issue that is the subject historically of many experimental tests. One method of searching for isolated fractional electric charge has been to expand upon the method used by Robert Millikan to perform the original determination of the value of the fundamental unit charge by measuring the electric charges of fluid microdrops based on their terminal velocities in a switched electric field. The incorporation of machine-vision systems based on commercial grade CCD cameras coupled to personal computers, using microdrop generators based on inkjet printing technology has allowed automation of Millikan's method using relatively low-cost hardware. The charge-measurement accuracy of these systems can be made limited only by the Brownian motion of the fluid microdrops.
Measurement physics
The principle behind the Millikan method of determining the electric charge on a fluid microdrop of known specific gravity is to measure the terminal velocity of the microdrops under the influence of electric fields in a well-characterized gas environment and extract from these terminal velocity measurements the radius and the electric charge of the microdrops [1, 2] . The following quantities are used in this paper: F = force ρ = fluid density m = microdrop mass g = gravitational acceleration v = drop velocity relative to air r = drop radius η = viscosity of air E = electric field Q = charge on microdrop T = temperature k = Boltzmann's constant t = time in seconds N e = Q/e number of electron charges
Stokes' Law
The charge on fluid microdrops, using Millikan's method, is determined by measuring the terminal velocity of the drop in a known electric field. The drop is accelerated by the electric field and reaches terminal velocity when the forces, due to gravity (1) and its electric charge (2) , equal the counterforce from frictional forces due to air resistance (3) . At the low Reynolds' numbers that characterize fluid microdrops at terminal velocity the air resistance is determined to a high degree of accuracy by Stokes' Law with the Cunningham correction factor added in for measurements involving very small drops:
F Stokes = 6πηrv.
The Cunningham correction factor is a correction to Stokes' Law to account for the fact that the atmosphere is not a perfect continuum. The net result is that the resistance of the air is slightly less than that predicted by Stokes' Law. The error is about 16% for 1 µm diameter drops and falls to a correction of less than 2% for 10 µm diameter drops. A modern form for C Cunningham is: 
where r is the drop radius. Typical values for Cunningham correction variables for air at standard temperatures and pressure are [3] A = 1.252 B = 0.399 b = 1.100 λ = 0.065 µm (mean free path of the gas molecules)
Relaxation time constant
Equation (5) gives the relaxation time constant for coming to terminal velocity after a change in the forces exerted on the microdrop. For drops of the diameter typically measured in automated Millikan apparatus (7 -25 µm in diameter) the relaxation time constant is of the order of a millisecond or less. This is generally much smaller than the electrical switching time constants associated with the precision switching of high voltages to the electric-field plates, resulting in the drops being at continual terminal-velocity equilibrium with changes in the electric field: τ = (2/9) (ρr 2 /η) relaxation time constant.
Charge determination
For a Millikan experiment with electric fields oriented parallel to the direction of fall due to gravity, the forces on the drop due to the electric field are summed with that of gravity and then balanced against the fluid dynamic resistance to motion due to Stokes' Law, to obtain net terminal velocities for the microdrops for two different values of the applied electric field (figure 1). For maximum measurement accuracy the values of the applied electric field are the maximum magnitudes sustainable without gas-media breakdown, applied in opposite directions (E up , E down ) for equal time intervals. This will produce a time-average downward microdrop terminal velocity equal to that of gravity acting alone (8) .
mg + QE down = 6πηrv Edown Forces on a microdrop with the electric field oriented with gravity (6) mg − QE up = 6πηrv Eup Forces on a microdrop with the electric field oriented opposing gravity (7)
Net average downward velocity imparted to a microdrop by gravity.
Using (1), (2) , and (3), the charge (9) and radius (10) of the fluid microdrop can be calculated by measuring only the fluid drop's terminal velocity in two different electric fields:
Horizontal electric field
For a Millikan apparatus where the electric field is oriented perpendicular to gravity (figure 2), the radius of the microdrop is determined by measuring the vertical terminal velocity component, taking into account the optional use of laminar airflow to slow the fall of the drop. Given a known radius from the vertical terminal velocity measurement, the charge of the drop can be calculated from the lateral terminal velocity and the value of the electric field [6, 7, 8] : 
Air flow reduction of vertical terminal velocity
The electrode geometry of a Millikan experiment with horizontal electric field allows for the use of regulated laminar airflow to reduce the vertical terminal velocity of falling microdrops. This can make possible the accurate charge measurement of large diameter microdrops that under free fall in still air would have terminal velocities too large to take multiple velocity measurements in the limited field of view of the machine-vision imaging systems when set at optimal magnifications for precision centroiding [8, 9] .
The velocity profile of laminar airflow in a duct is a solved problem and is given by [10] 
where a is the half-width of the air duct in the long direction, b the half-width of the air duct in the short direction, x the distance from the duct center axis in the short direction and y is the distance from the duct centre axis in the long dimension (figure 3).
Measurement error sources
Measurement error in the charge of the microdrops can arise both from sources that can be minimized through proper engineering, and from causes that are intrinsic to the physics of the Millikan method.
Brownian motion
Since the physics of this experiment relies upon the use of Stokes' Law to provide a force proportional to the velocity of the drop and its radius, the gas molecules, in addition to furnishing a frictional counterforce to gravity and the electric forces, also introduce a source of measurement error arising from Brownian motion. This is the major irreducible source of measurement error in Millikan-type charge-measurement apparatus.
The Brownian error in a terminal velocity measurement is given by
where ∆t is the measurement interval.
Horizontal electric field
For a Millikan-type charge-measurement apparatus with horizontally oriented electric fields the charge on the microdrop can be expressed as
Grouping together in the constant C the terms that are not varied by Brownian motion:
. The equation for the determination of drop charge can be rewritten in simplified form as
Measurement error arising from Brownian motion enter as
with the fractional error in Q being expressed as
Vertical electric field
In a Millikan apparatus with a vertically oriented electric field, the magnitudes of the two values of the electric field used are
The equation for the charge of the microdrop as a function of the measured terminal velocities can be derived from equation ( 9) and expressed as
By noting that in a Millikan device with symmetrically switched vertical electric field the average of the two measured terminal velocities is equal to that of the terminal velocity due to gravity and fluid dynamic friction alone, v g , and that half the difference in the terminal velocities gives a term equivalent to the v lateral term from the horizontal electric field orientation:
Using these substitutions, an equation for the charge of a fluid microdrop in a vertical electric field very similar in form to that for the charge of a fluid microdrop in a Millikan apparatus with horizontal electric field can be written as
The equation for charge-measurement error with a vertically applied electric field due to Brownian motion, while identical in form to that for the horizontal electric field case, differs by a factor of the square root of two due to an additional implicit doubling of the measurement interval taken in order to obtain two terminal velocity measurements:
Similarly, since the Brownian-motion error is random, one can, in principle, reduce this source of error regardless of the electric field configuration by taking multiple measurements of the same drop, which for N independent measurements will reduce the error by a factor N -1/2 .
Charge magnitude
An analysis of the error on charge measurement in a Millikan apparatus shows that given a fixed error in terminal velocity measurement due to Brownian motion, the widths of the chargemeasurement distributions around the integer charge values increase as the absolute magnitude of the charge on the drops increases. This reduces the sensitivity of experiments intended to detect fractionally charged matter or measure the value of e when the magnitude of the charges of the drops one is using is large. This increased measurement error is due to the uncertainty in the microdrop radius propagating into the charge-measurement error as a factor that increases with charge magnitude. Intuitively, the charge on a drop is determined by dividing the magnitude of the measured displacement under a known electric field by the radius of the drop (modulo physical constants). The uncertainty in the radius, thus, has a larger contribution when the displacement and, hence, the charge are large.
Generalizing equation (19) for the error due to Brownian motion on charge for a Millikan apparatus with horizontal electric field, one can obtain an expression from which one can derive the effect of the magnitude of the charge on the fluid drop on the accuracy to which this charge can be measured:
Since v lateral is proportional to drop charge, the error in measured charge increases with the magnitude of the charge on the fluid drop.
Using the variable substitutions and simplifying assumptions concerning the electric fields of section 3.1.2,
equation (25) can be derived for the charge-measurement error in a Millikan apparatus with vertical electric field, which, like equation (24), also shows an increase in drop-measurement error with increases in the magnitude of the charges measured since the v E which corresponds to the v lateral term, also scales linearly with charge:
If the uncertainties in the measurements of the terminal velocities for the upward and downward phases of the electric field are the same (25) can be simplified into a form identical to that of equation (23), which defines the uncertainty in the charge measurement for a Millikan apparatus with horizontal electric field.
Diameter
In the equations for the error in fluid-drop charge, (24) and (25), there is a drop diameter dependence in the v g (vertical terminal velocity) term, as well as a measurement-uncertaintyerror term exclusively due to Brownian motion. Since the increase of error with increasing drop diameter dependent on terminal velocity enters as a higher polynomial power than the decrease in error with increasing drop diameter dependent on Brownian motion error, the total chargemeasurement error increases as the drop diameter increases. The increase in terminal velocity with diameter also decreases measured accuracy in practical systems due to the drop remaining in the field of view a shorter amount of time, reducing the number of independent measurements it is possible to take. As examples of the practical accuracy it is possible to achieve as a function of microdrop diameter, our experimental apparatus has achieved 1/60e accuracy for 7.6 µm diameter drops, and 1/30e charge measurement accuracy for 20 µm diameter drops.
Charge changes during measurement
Microdrops are capable of experiencing charge changes during a terminal velocity measurement due to collisions with atmospheric ions or from cosmic rays. This can give the appearance of a fractional electric charge. The only way of guarding against this source of error is by designing the apparatus such that multiple independent charge measurements can be taken of each fluid drop along with a consistency check used to ensure that the charge on the drop has not changed while being measured. In practice, this is a rare occurrence with the highest level of these events referenced in an automated Millikan experiment being given as one suspected charge change per thousand drops measured [11] .
Temperature
Temperature enters into the measurement error primarily as it varies gas viscosity. Secondary effects are variable buoyancy related to the density of the air relative to the fluid, and the variance in the magnitude of the Brownian motion error.
A common empirical expression for the variation of gas viscosity with temperature is the Sutherland equation [12] :
The constants a and b for air are a = 1.485 × 10 -6 kg m -1 s -1 K -1/2 and b = 110.4 K.
The density of air ρ air has a temperature dependence given by ρ air = CP/T (28) where C = 3.489 × 10 -3 kg K/ m 3 Pa -1 .
As an example, for the vertical electric field case, the equation for the extraction of the charge (29) of the drop from its terminal velocity can be rewritten in its temperature-dependent form (30) , taking into account the variation in buoyancy and viscosity with temperature:
Since the measurement chambers were monitored to a resolution of 0.1 K with electronic thermometry devices while being maintained isothermal to better than tenths of a kelvin, temperature variation as a source of measurement error was a small effect compared with the error due to Brownian motion. As an example, for 7 µm diameter fluid drops falling in air at standard temperature and pressure an uncompensated error of 2.5 K translated to an error in calculated drop charge of less than 0.01e.
Measurement optimization
The analysis in sections 3.1-3.5 suggests how an automated Millikan apparatus should be designed for maximum charge-measurement accuracy.
Electric field
The electric-field magnitude should be the maximum value that does not initiate gas breakdown to maximize the spatial displacement per unit charge per unit time. The field gradients in the measurement zone should be minimized in order that induced dipole forces do not become significant sources of error. The switched electric field waveform should be in the form of a symmetric square wave.
Magnification
There is a minimum magnification needed to centroid the microdrops to an accuracy at which Brownian motion becomes the limiting factor in charge measurement. Above this threshold charge-measurement accuracy does not increase. The magnification needed is that which projects the image of the microdrop over several pixels so that subpixel position determinations can be achieved; with sufficient contrast the centroiding error due to imaging-chip-pixel noise is not significant.
Droplet spacing
The motion of charged microdrops in an oscillating electric field can be coupled by fluid dynamic effects to other nearby microdrops. This can produce very strong charge-measurement artifacts. In principle, two adjacent drops with different electric charges but identical diameters falling proximal to each other can have consistently offset-measured electric charges. Measurements performed with 20 µm diameter drops required an interdrop spacing of 600 µm or more for the measurement error caused by the interdrop fluid dynamic interactions to fall below that of the Brownian error-the wider the interval between adjacent, introduced microdrops, the smaller this effect.
A widely separated ensemble of drops falling together having different electric charges can produce two other sources of error. If the drops, as a unit, do not have an average charge of zero, then a small average offset can be observed in the measured charges of each individual drop as the air volume, as a whole, is given a non-zero average net motion during each electricfield polarity switching. In addition, a spatially dense stream of microdrops falling under gravity can produce a streaming effect as the air along the average trajectory of the fluid drops is set into net motion. These effects are minimized by keeping the drop density per unit air volume low [13] [14].
Droplet diameter
Smaller drops given, their greater displacement per unit charge. are measured with higher accuracy than larger drops. Mass throughput is lower though, and in practice it is more difficult to operate and maintain fluid microdrop ejectors as the diameters of the microdrops that they are required to generate are reduced in size because the increase in the number of stray particles that are capable of clogging the nozzle increases as the diameter of the nozzle is made smaller.
As drops increase in diameter, secondary measurement artifacts that scale with the cube of the drop diameter such as induced dipole and electric-field gradient-induced forces start to become sources of error. The relaxation time constant for drops to come to terminal velocity after changes in the electric field starts to become a significant part of the electric field interval (~0.1 s) at each polarity at diameters larger than 50 µm.
Since the drops have an average downwards motion due to gravity, large drops will have a shorter dwell time in the camera's field of view, providing poorer measurement statistics.
Measurement apparatus

Design factors 5.1.1 Mechanical
The positional measurement accuracy required to perform charge measurements on is on the order of a micrometer or less on the centroided positions of the fluid microdrops. This requires that the measurement region be a controlled environment free from convection and vibration. Some microdrop charge measurement experiments surrounded the measurement chamber with temperature-regulated fluid in order to eliminate temperature-gradient-induced convection. Fluid immersion, while effective, makes maintenance inconvenient and time consuming. Our experiments found that placing the measurement chamber within two concentric enclosures (a 'box in a box') was effective enough to control thermal convection. The design of the convective shielding enclosures was a metal frame with transparent polycarbonate walls with optical windows installed where the imaging system views the microdrops.
Vibrational control was implemented by mounting the drop-measurement chamber and the optical imaging system rigidly on a vibrationally damped optical table. The rigidity of the apparatus was tested by imaging a static test target mounted in the measurement chamber. The relative motion due to vibration of the measurement chamber and optical components was found to be negligible.
Vibration can also cause measurement errors due to relative motion between the apparatus and microdrops as they are in free fall. Spectral measurements of the vibrations present showed that most of the amplitude was in the low-frequency range, below 100 Hz. Since the apparatus is small compared to the wavelength of sound at these frequencies, the air enclosed in the system can be considered to move with the apparatus. Since the time constant for fluid microdrops to reach terminal velocity is on the order of a millisecond, at frequencies much less than 1 kHz, the approximation that the microdrops move rigidly with the air is a good one. This reduces greatly the effect of vibration on the actual measurement process.
Electric field
Since the displacement of a charged microdrop is dependent on the charge of the microdrop and the time integral of the electric field that it experiences, it is necessary to have a wellcharacterized electric field in the measurement zone. While, in principle, a non-constant electric field environment can be modeled and used for charge measurements, there are other factors, in addition to calculational simplicity, that make uniform electric fields desirable. The displacement per unit charge per unit time is used to determine the value of the electric charge in a Millikan apparatus. Given a constant positional measurement uncertainty one would want to maximize this differential spatial displacement for differential values of charge displacement by using the highest electric-field magnitude possible. This is usually limited by high-voltage gas breakdown. Since the time-integrated displacement of a droplet with a given charge is maximized by operating at an electric-field magnitude that is at all points at a maximum value that does not initiate gas breakdown, a uniform electric field at the maximum value that does not cause corona discharge or arcing is optimal. Another practical factor is that electric-field gradients act to displace and scatter the trajectories of microdrops, amplifying any small deviations from the average injected microdrop trajectory. Modeling of the electric field electrodes was performed using Poisson software from Los Alamos National Laboratory. This software was used to determine the necessary dimensions of the electric field plates and the extent of the region where a sufficiently uniform electric field existed that accurate trajectory determinations could be made. One result of this modeling is a numerical confirmation of the empirical observation that the hole in the electric field plate through which droplets are introduced into the measurement region in a conventional Millikan experiment must be very small compared with the interplate spacing to avoid introducing significant electric field gradients. The high electric fields cause an induced dipole moment on the fluid drops, which in an electric-field gradient can cause spurious forces on the drop.
The optimal electric fields to use to maximize the charge signal from the droplet displacements were to alternate positive and negative constant-amplitude electric fields with the field magnitudes being just below the gas breakdown field strength. In these experiments the electronic configuration adopted was a single grounded electric field plate placed opposite a powered plate that alternated between potentials of + 15 kV. Reliable high-speed switching of tens of kilovolts multiple times per second is not a simple task. It was implemented in this experiment by the use of two precision fixed high-voltage power supplies set at the desired positive and negative voltage values that were switched onto the powered electric field plate with an optically isolated vacuum-tube switch powered by a high-voltage, low-interwinding capacitance line transformer.
Some fluid-drop and dust electric charge-measurement systems have been constructed with the electric field oriented in the horizontal direction [4, 5, 6] . This facilitates measurements of large numbers of droplets, or dust particles, simultaneously since the droplets are not constrained to have to enter through a small area opening in the plate, as would be the case for a vertical electric field orientation. Horizontally oriented electric field plates also facilitate the use of controlled laminar airflow to slow the fall rate of large droplets facilitating their accurate charge measurement. Also, in principle, by using a horizontal electric field a crude charge and radius measurement can be taken of a fluid microdrop without the electric field having to assume multiple values, though for optimal accuracy a symmetrically oscillating electric field will yield significantly smaller charge-measurement errors. This is because under a symmetrically oscillating electric field, all drops will have the same average, downward trajectory regardless of charge, facilitating keeping the drops in the imaging field to obtain multiple, independent measurements.
Imaging
The microdrops are imaged by providing a stroboscopically illuminated, bright, uniformly lit background and viewing the microdrop as a dark shadow against this bright background. It was found to be easier to provide a uniform, bright background by the use of a ground-glass screen and illumination diffusers than to try to provide a uniform bright illuminated source to view the microdrop as a bright object against a uniformly dark background.
The pixel dimensions of current CCD imagers are on the order of 10 µm. The dimensions of the microdrops are also on the order of 10 µm. Since the positional accuracy required for charge extraction of droplets of these dimensions is on the order of a micrometre or less some magnification of the image plane is needed. It is desirable to use the minimum magnification necessary in order to have a wide a field as possible so that as many independent positional measurements of a microdrop be taken as possible to optimize measurement statistics. This magnification both maps the real space region where the drop travels to a larger number of pixels and increases the size and the contrast of the droplet image so that it can be centroided to subpixel resolution more accurately. For the imagers used for the series of experiments done at SLAC from 1994 to 2003, which have utilized CCD chips having pixel dimensions of 8.5 µm by 19.5 µm, the minimum magnification needed was two for drops in the 20 µm diameter range and four for droplets smaller than 10 µm. Increasing the magnification past this threshold point for a given drop diameter did not increase measurement accuracy. Since the drops are in constant motion, stroboscopic imaging is used to provide sharp images for machine-vision centroiding and for precise timing references so that velocities can be accurately determined. Early experiments utilized gas discharge strobes that have now been made obsolete by LED arrays. Both analog and digital output cameras and image acquisition cards were used for the computer with no difference found in our experiments between the two electronic readout systems.
Selection of the cameras used for these experiments was governed by the requirements that the camera have as large an imaging array as is possible while being able to read out frames fast enough for the computer to analyze the video input at a rate of 10 frames per second or faster. It was also desirable to be able to set the operation for linear response to illumination and to disable any automatic, internal gain settings since optimal, bright-background drop imaging involves average levels of illumination that would not be consistent with normally intended uses of CCD imagers. The cameras used in these experiments were Cohu model 4110 and Cohu model 6310 cameras; both using the same imaging chip, having 755 by 242 pixels of dimension 8.5 µm by 19.5 µm, with total dimensions of 6.4 by 4.8 mm. These cameras, intended for industrial, machine-vision applications, have externally accessible frame-timing outputs. The camera's internal frame timing is controlled by crystal oscillators. This frequency stability of the camera's internal electronics allows the use of the camera's externally accessible frame synchronization outputs to be used to trigger the illumination strobes ensuring that the optical strobe outputs will always be synchronized properly to the camera image acquisition and readout cycle.
In order to reduce systematic effects due to illumination, gradients in the background illumination were minimized using a combination of multiple diffuse sources and a ground-glass screen. In addition, the remaining systematic variations were calibrated out by subtraction from the raw image data.
Several options for centroiding algorithms were evaluated, with performance (and computational time) increasing with increasing complexity. These algorithms included variations on a centerof-mass calculation, best fit based on Gaussian models, and best fit based on models incorporating a point spread function.
For the magnification and pixel density used, the typical image of a 20 µm diameter drop consisted of 50 pixels (5 pixels by 10 pixels) significantly above (3 sigma) the noise threshold. Under these conditions, the best fit algorithms were capable of positional accuracy of 1/30 of a pixel (0.31 µm in real space) [8, 9] .
Microdrop generators
Millikan generated the microdrops he used for determining the value of the electric charge by using a spray atomizer and selecting out, from the mist of droplets generated, those which by chance had fallen within the observation region of his apparatus and had appropriate diameters. The use of inkjet-like drop-on-demand fluid microdrop ejectors allows modern researchers to generate fluid microdrops on demand with a precise, pre-selected diameter and trajectory. The microdrop generators used at SLAC were based on a design invented by Zoltan in 1972 [17] . These microdrop ejectors are constructed from glass tubes having a fluid nozzle at one end with an opening approximately the diameter of the drop one wishes to generate. A piezoelectric actuator compresses the tube and ejects a short-duration fluid jet that forms into a fluid microdrop.
Fluids
The fluids used in automated Millikan experiments are restricted in that they must not have so high a vapor pressure that they evaporate and, in addition, the fluids must have viscosity and surface tension that allows them to be jetted from drop-on-demand microdrop generators. Dow Corning 200 silicone oil and light mineral oil of 5 cSt viscosity were the fluids used for the SLAC experiments. Current work is being done at SLAC on measuring the charges of light mineral oil containing a suspension of powdered carbonaceous chondrite meteorite. The research group at San Francisco State University has successfully used mercury and sea water as microdrop fluids for their automated Millikan apparatus [11, 18, 19] . Different automated variations of the standard Millikan apparatus have been constructed at SLAC for the precise high-mass throughput measurement of fluid microdrops for a sequence of experiments attempting to detect fractionally charged free particles.
Hardware implementation (
The initial apparatus constructed at SLAC (1994) (1995) shown in figures 4 and 5 was a prototype intended to explore whether an automated Millikan device based on video camera machine vision was feasible [15, 16] . The apparatus operated continuously over a period of a year during which the charges of 6 million microdrops charges were measured. Due to the image processing speed limits of the 66 MHz, 486-based personal computer used for real-time image analysis, the apparatus was only capable of measuring the charge of a single microdrop at a time per sequence of image frames. The limiting factor in the accuracy of the charge measurement possible was a combination of Brownian motion and the limited number of measurements possible as the microdrop passes through the 1.6 mm vertical extent of the image system's field of view.
The SLAC 1996-1999 Millikan apparatus was an attempt to increase measurement-mass throughput by measuring the electric charges of multiple microdrops simultaneously [13, 14] . The measurement of multiple drops simultaneously was facilitated by the use of more powerful computers (200 MHz Pentium II) and a modification of the drop generator system to facilitate the ejection of two-dimensional arrays of microdrops with spacings that can be arbitrarily varied. The tracking algorithms, mechanical and optical engineering were also improved based on experience with the first experiment, leading to an increase in charge-measurement accuracy despite the slightly larger average drop diameters. The limit to the increase in throughput by placing multiple drops simultaneously in the same video frame was that fluid dynamic coupling between drops with too close a spacing alters their terminal velocities sufficiently to prevent accurate charge determination.
The SLAC (1999-2001) Millikan apparatus was an attempt to increase the mass throughput by constructing a system that facilitates the measurement of larger diameter drops than the first two SLAC systems [8, 9] . This large drop Millikan apparatus utilizes a horizontally oriented electric field that allows for the use of upwards-directed, regulated laminar airflow to slow the vertical terminal velocity of the microdrops. This apparatus was capable of measuring the charges of multiple drops in the same field of view but in practice the throughput was limited by the requirement that drops be spaced far enough apart that fluid dynamic coupling between adjacent drops not affect their independent terminal velocities.
Future improvements
Machine vision
The automated Millikan-charge-measurement apparatus was made possible by modern machinevision technology, powerful low-cost computers, and inexpensive large scale data storage. The capabilities of machine-vision camera and image processing software over time are expected to continue to increase in the near future which will translate by different quantitative factors into higher mass throughput and increased accuracy. Increases in the sizes and resolution of the camera field that the machine-vision system can process in real time linearly scale up the mass throughput by allowing the simultaneously imaging and measurement of more fluid drops. Increases in the real-space field of view will also increase charge-measurement accuracy by the square root of the increase in the linear extent of the field of view due to the increase in measured points. When it becomes possible to model and compute the drop-to-drop fluid dynamic interactions in real time and remove this source of charge-measurement error, the mass throughput will increase as the square of the factor of reduction in the currently required minimum interdrop spacing.
Network computing
The incorporation of other recent technologies such as reliable, low-cost, high-speed date networking is extending the capabilities of the experimental system. An automated Millikan system that has just complete the initial test run at SLAC (2004) utilizes multiple cameras and multiple networked computers operating together in real time to allow the high mass throughput charge measurement of fluid containing suspensions of exotic test materials such as meteorite dust, where the characteristics of the fluids and the drops change over short periods of time, which necessitates active feedback control over multiple aspects of the charge-measurement system and drop generation hardware.
Increased drop size
The larger the drops one can effectively measure, the higher the mass throughput per unit time.
The principal limiting factor in measuring the charges of large drops using the Millikan method is that as the size of the drops increases, the terminal velocity increases, ultimately limiting the number of position measurements it is possible to make, thus limiting the accuracy of the charge determination. As implied in section 6.1, imaging systems with larger real-space fields of view will allow the measurement of larger drops with the same charge-measurement error. We have demonstrated that vertical regulated laminar airflow can be used to slow the fall rate of large diameter fluid drops sufficiently to allow accurate measurements to be made of fluid drops up to 27 µm in diameter; however, the spatially non-uniform nature of the laminar airflow significantly complicates the generation of evenly spaced, spatially dense arrays of simultaneously measured microdrops. The best solution to this problem of how to optimally operate a Millikan apparatus to allow the accurate high mass throughput measurement of large diameter fluid drops may have to wait until future generations of experimentalists are able to set up and operate Millikan systems in significantly lower gravitational fields.
Scientific status of fractional charge searches
Before concluding this paper we provide some references to other methods of searching for fractionally charged elementary particles and to the more recent results of these searches. There are three general ways to search for fractionally charged elementary particles: searches in bulk matter [20] such as the Millikan technique described in this paper, searches using particle accelerators and colliders, and searches in cosmic rays or in other particle flux impinging on the Earth.
Unfortunately, there is no recent review paper devoted solely to searches for fractionally charged particles. The most recent review of such searches is part of a more general review paper on searches for stable, massive elementary particles [21] .
There are two main ways to search for fractionally charged particles in bulk matter-the Millikan drop method and the levitometer method [20, 22, 23] . The Millikan method has been used with sea water [19] , mercury [11] , and by us with silicone oil [8, 13, 15] . The levitometer method has been used with niobium [23] [24] [25] , iron [26] , tungsten [27] and meteorite [28] . All searches using the Millikan method or the levitometer method have reported no evidence of fractional electric charge except for the search by LaRue et al [23] in niobium. But later searches in niobium using about four times as much material [24, 25] found no evidence for fractional electric charge. The LaRue et al [23] report is not accepted today.
The largest bulk matter search using either the Millikan method or the levitometer method is our 2002 search [8, 9] using about 70 mg of silicone oil. This search set a 95% confidence upper limit of 1.17 x 1022 fractionally charged particles per nucleon in the oil.
No evidence for fractionally charged particles has been found in searches using particle accelerators or colliders and no evidence has been found in searches using cosmic rays or other particles impinging on the Earth such as dark matter particles. The only reviews of these searches are the brief one in [21] and old reviews [29, 30] . Examples of recent searches in colliders are the 2003 search using proton-antiproton collisions at 1800 GeV [31] and the 1998 search using electron-positron collisions at 130 GeV to 183 GeV [32] . An example of a search in particles impinging on the Earth is the 2000 search by Ambrosio et al [33] .
Conclusions and discussion
While Millikan's method of determining the value of the fundamental unit of charge has been superceded by methods based on electrochemistry, Millikan's method is still used in basic science for determining the charge on small objects such as dust particles and fluid microdrops. Updated with the use of modern machine-vision technology using CCD cameras and personal computers, real-time measurements of the charge on fluid microdrops accurate to better than 1/50 of an electron charge for 7µm diameter drops, and 1/23 of an electron charge for 25µm diameter, have been taken in fractions of a second.
Since the charge-measurement accuracy of the Millikan technique is limited by Brownian motion modern implementations of Millikan systems have not significantly improved upon the chargemeasurement accuracy achieved in the original system used in 1910. However, in applications such as the search for fractional electric charge where a high measurement rate is required of a Millikan apparatus, large improvements of almost eight orders of magnitude in measured mass throughput have been made. These increases in mass throughput in modern automated Millikan systems have come about from improvements associated with precision microdrop generation, machine-vision systems and power inexpensive computing which permits the real-time simultaneous charge measurements of multiple drops in the same image field and the detection and correction of measurement artifacts.
Compared with other methods for searching for fractional electric charge, the Millikan method requires by far the easiest to fabricate, least expensive hardware. As a means of searching bulk matter for fractional charge the Millikan method was until recently handicapped by a low mass throughput compared with methods utilizing magnetic levitation. This measurement rate deficiency changed in the 1990s with the availability of modern machine-vision hardware, inkjet technology and powerful low-cost networked personal computers which, after incorporation into state-of-the-art Millikan charge-measurement systems, increased mass throughput to nearly eight orders of magnitude higher than Millikan's original implementation of the experiment.
Additionally, it appears possible to scale up the mass throughput several more orders of magnitude by upgrading to improved machine-vision systems and computer hardware as industry makes them available.
As final important scientific points in utilizing automated Millikan systems to search for fractional charge, the Millikan technique relies upon simple well-understood physics that enhances the credibility of the results, and in comparison with most contemporary particle physics experiments is extremely inexpensive to replicate and operate should fractional charge be detected and other institutions need to confirm the findings.
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Figure 3.
Relative airflow-velocity profiles across a rectangular duct in the long (perpendicular to e-field) and short (parallel to e-field) dimensions. The airflow velocity goes to zero at the walls and increases with an approximate parabolic function towards the center of the duct. The long dimension of the duct has a plateau over which flow is relatively constant. The measurement region between the electric field plates is convection shielded within two separate, transparent wall enclosures. The upper electric field plate is grounded and is used as a mechanical mounting surface for the microdrop ejector. The lower electric field plate is mounted on an insulated surface and is switched between precisely regulated positive and negative high voltages. Outer convection shield chamber
